The International Ludwig Wittgenstein Institute (ILWI), founded by the ALWS, is pleased to announce the 1st Ludwig Wittgenstein Summer School.

**Ludwig Wittgenstein Summer School**

6th – 8th August 2009
Kirchberg am Wechsel / Lower Austria

Privacy and Private Language: Philosophical Investigations §§243-315

With: Peter HACKER (Oxford), Joachim SCHULTE (Zurich)
Scientific Organisation: Volker MUNZ

For further details and application please see: www.alws.at/ilwi or contact: volker.munz@uni-graz.at

The new International Ludwig Wittgenstein Institute (ILWI), founded by the ALWS, is conceptualised as an interdisciplinary platform for scientific and cultural projects related to the tradition and succession of Wittgenstein's philosophy. The institute's programme includes regular workshops, summer schools, Wittgenstein lectures and the opportunity for long-term research in Kirchberg for academics and students. ILWI aims at establishing a permanent address for intensive work and exchange for philosophers and scientists all over the world.